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Stellingen (Propositions)
by Edgar de Graaf, author of

*Mining Semi-Structured Data*
*Theoretical and Experimental Aspects of Pattern Evaluation*

1. Not only the number of times a pattern occurs, but also the way it occurs makes the pattern interesting. [this thesis]
2. Domain specific knowledge can speed-up highly optimized data mining algorithms. [this thesis]
3. By visualization of co-occurrence a user can quickly see substructures that occur many times in combination. [this thesis]
4. When we mine one dataset using different techniques suited for different structures where transaction arrival time is of importance, then we need to have access to the relative order of items and transactions. [this thesis]
5. Patterns with many occurrences are often obvious and / or well known. The thresholds (minimal occurrence or others) need to be designed and set such that some low occurring interesting patterns are also discovered within reasonable time.
6. If a high ratio of the patterns is interesting to the end-user then a visualization of understandable patterns should be the end-product of any data mining application.
7. In Data Mining research the focus should be on finding interesting patterns in a reasonable time. Finding patterns in optimal time should only be a secondary goal.
8. Presenting an empirical runtime performance comparison with other algorithms is useful, but not always possible.
9. Interdisciplinary research often yields nice results. However, setting up a real and effective co-operation is difficult.